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The Democrats have been yelling “impeachment” from day one of
Trump’s Presidency. In fact they began yelling impeachment before he
was elected.
The first impeach Trump website, impeachtrump.com was registered:
January 15, 2011 and impeachtrumpnow.org was registered: December
01, 2015.
Trump became the assumed President Elect on November 8th, 2016.
One can’t impeach a President for acts committed before they are in
office; so, why did the incessant impeach rhetoric begin immediately after
the election?
To actually remove a President from office requires both the House and
the Senate.
Article 1, Section 2 – “The House of Representatives shall ... have the
sole Power of Impeachment;” Section 3 - The Senate shall have the sole
Power to try all Impeachments. ... And no Person shall be convicted
without the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members present.
Article 2, Section 4 – “The President, Vice President and all civil
Officers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on
Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high
Crimes and Misdemeanors.
Assuming that all 46 Democrats and the two independent Senators
would vote for Conviction, and of the 52 Republicans maybe 5 might
”defect,” that would yield a vote of 53 to 47 in favor of impeachment
– 13 short of the required (66) two thirds majority needed to convict.
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So, if the Democrats know that conviction is impossible with a majority
Republican Senate, one must ask why the call for impeachment, since the
President will not be convicted?
The answer is and has been rather clear since the beginning - to
thwart Trump’s re-election.
If we look at what Trump represents we find strong support for the Leftists
to get rid of Trump. Trump represents America; the America in which
most Americans grew up, and the America most still love; a flawed but
wonderful nation.
But, America is different from the vast Socialist, Globalist controlled world.

Trump is a nationalist. His stance on nationalism is opposed by
tremendous forces around the world. He is not alone in his quest for
national reemergence. We have seen the struggle for national
independence play out in England, where a majority of Britains voted to
leave the EU. That struggle has forced PM Teresa May to resign because
she was seen as too weak in her stance to leave the EU regardless of a
“soft exit” deal or not. There are movements in Sweden, Italy, and
Hungary. Even the lost conflict in the Ukraine was about not succumbing
to globalist EU economic policies.
Trump’s disruptive potential appeared on the radar as early as 2011,
when the first impeach Trump website was registered. By 2015 it became
obvious that he was serious about running. Once Trump won, the
movement to impeach went into high gear.
The Globalists need to stop Trump – ergo, Leftist / Progressive / Globalist
George Soros has been involved in funding from Ukraine’s Maidan
Revolution to the Brexit Re-Vote campaign. The Democrats have been
trying to undermine traditional America from within with unbridled
immigration. Future demographics based on the current rate of influx of
illegal aliens and future illegal alien births, will not allow for a sustainable
republican form of government; a much more socialized government being
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the only solution that would support the un-acculturated mega millions
who will eventually vote and will need and demand continuing government
assistance to exist.
Trumps’ signature immigration stance, is closely aligned with the
growing opposition to open borders in Europe, but is anathema to the
open borders crowd in America. His alliance with the mood and political
sentiments of much of the world outside the U.S. is evidenced by the
results of the just held EU elections, which saw the brand new British
Brexit Party win an unexpected large 32% plurality over the other four
parties, including the ruling Conservatives, and Hungary’s Pro-Christian
Culture anti-immigration Fidesz Party that won with a 52% majority.
Since Trump wasn’t stopped by a two year witch hunt, he must be
stopped at the next presidential election; before he is able to align the
United States with those European states promoting nationalism and
balking at open borders and unlimited immigration. Those on the Left who
thought that after President Obama the movement towards an U.N. run
globalist order was a fait accompli are in complete emotional and strategic
disarray, and are using whatever tactics they can to get rid of this straight
talking American political interloper.
The move to impeach at its core is something that allows Donald Trump to be
portrayed as a most terrible human being – the more terrible the better.

If we look at Joe Biden’s campaign pitch: “Make America Normal Again,”
the obvious inference is that under trump, America is abnormal. The cry
for impeachment is all about making Trump appear to be a social pariah. It
is about portraying him as an abhorrent aberration, mentally unhinged, a
crooked deceitful monster – a usurper who is undermining this country for
his own profit. Many Liberals are already convinced that Trump is
crooked. The cry for impeachment is about hammering home the
message so that more and more people believe it; and of course, the
media is promoting that message with most outlets running stories as high
as 95% negative about Trump; presenting impeachment stories in ways
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that would lead someone to believe that the fate of a democratic America
is at stake.
The Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, Adam Schiff, like
many other Democrats and news people, has gone so far as to completely
invert the truth, saying “That while Trump stonewalls the public from
learning the truth about his obstruction of justice, Trump and Barr conspire
to weaponize law enforcement and classified information against their
political enemies.”
If it weren’t so heinously outrageous it would be laughable and farcical,
that a member of Congress, imbued with a certain grant of power would
accuse the President of committing certain illegal actions widely known
to have been committed by his own Party over the past several years.
It was the Obama Administration that weaponized law enforcement
against its political enemies; using the IRS to target conservative Tea
Party leaders, and allowing the DOJ to use the Clinton campaign’s
bogus dossier to serve as the basis for spying on the Trump campaign.
The actions of the Democrats have gone beyond brazen. It goes beyond
a freshman Congresswoman, on the floor of Congress, calling the
President a Motherfucker who should be impeached. For two years the
Democrats have been trying to label the President as mentally
unbalanced, unfit to hold office. They arranged for a group of
psychologists who have never met the President to declare him
unbalanced and unstable. As if to try and top that, the Democrats have
released a “report” that more than one thousand former Federal
prosectutors have declared that President Trump has, in fact, commited
the crime of Obstruction of Justice. The Speaker of the House has on
several occasions impugned the President’s behavior as irrational; and
recently she suggested that the President’s family or staff should “have
an intervention for the good of the country.” As if that weren’t enough, she
has stated that wants to see the President in prison. Whether or not that
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happens, for the moment, is less important than the idea and the image of
the President as a convicted felon circulating in the media and in
susceptible voters’ minds.
Everything that is being done is to create whatever aura of doubt over the
competence of the President; a man who has been fighting for his survival
for two years against greater odds than any other President has ever
faced; and while under pressure and disloyalty from the Democrats in
Congress, the liberal media and the federal bureaucracy, he has managed
to put the country on a more sound path than it has been on in almost
half a century.
Most Liberals do not listen to right wing talk radio or read non-liberal
publications. There are intelligent, generally well informed people who,
when it comes to Donald Trump, know only what they have learned
from the likes of CNN, CNBC and the NY Times.
In fact, if you have a discussion with many liberals who despise Trump
and begin to explain the situation from a point of view that differs from
theirs, they will blatantly tell you they are ‘not interested in your point
of view.’ The Left does not want to hear anything the Right has to say.
The impeachment movement is about reaching out to the Democratic
base and to as many liberal leaning Independents as can be reached. The
attempt to get Trump’s taxes and personal information needs a
justification. The Democrats are hoping that their continuing House
investigations will serve as that justification in the courts. The goal is to
find anything that can potentially embarrass or expose some idiosyncrasy
in Trump’s wide ranging business dealings; anything that will make him
seem more imperfect and less successful. Merely claiming that Trump
needs to be investigated further, or that his taxes need to be examined, or
especially that he deserves to be impeached casts a shadow of doubt
over him in the minds of millions of people.
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The Democrats will keep the impeachment hearing going until the 2020
elections, because the pronouncement of a need to impeach is where the
damage to Trump will be done. If the House does complete the
impeachment hearing and actual articles of impeachment are drawn up and
sent to the Senate, even a not “guilty verdict” will be challenged as being
rigged, especially if the vote is actually 51 to 49 in favor of conviction. A
simple majority vote to convict would allow the Democrats to claim, just like
the claim of the 2016 election having been “stolen”, that Trump should have
been convicted because a Senate majority voted for his conviction.

In my estimation, only if the Democrats know they will have at least three

Republican defections will they allow the vote to be brought to the
Senate. The greater harm will continue to be done in calling for Trump’s
impeachment and what collateral damage the media can do in reporting
the continuing impeachment story.
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